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PURPOSE. The dorsal attention network (DAN) and the ventral attention network (VAN)
are known to support visual attention, but the influences of ocular dominance on the
attention networks are unclear. We aimed to explore how visual cortical asymmetry of
the attention networks correlate with neurophysiological oscillation and connectivity
markers of attentional processes.

METHODS. An oddball task with concentric circle stimuli of three different sizes (i.e., spot
size of 5°, 20°, or 30° of visual angle) was used to vary task difficulty. Event-related
oscillations and interareal communication were tested with an electroencephalogram-
based visual evoked components as a function of ocular dominance in 30 healthy subjects.

RESULTS. Accuracy rates were higher in the dominant eyes compared with the nondom-
inant eyes. Compared with the nondominant eyes, the dominant eyes had higher theta,
low-alpha, and low-beta powers and lower high-alpha powers within the nodes of VAN
and DAN. Furthermore, visual information processed by the dominant and nondominant
eye had different fates, that is, the dominant eyes mainly relied on theta and low-alpha
connectivity within both the VAN and the DAN, whereas the nondominant eyes mainly
relied on theta connectivity within the VAN and high-alpha connectivity within the DAN.
The difference in accuracy rate between the two eyes was correlated with the low-alpha
oscillations in the anterior DAN area and low-alpha connectivity of the left DAN.

CONCLUSIONS. The ocular dominance processing and interareal communication reveal a
cortical asymmetry underlying attention, and this reflects a two-way modulatory mecha-
nism within attention networks in the human brain.

Keywords: attention networks, ocular dominance, visual cortical asymmetry, event-related
oscillations, interareal communication

The ability to rapidly detect and direct attention towards
significant changes in the visual environment is essen-

tial for survival. One of the most widely used experi-
mental paradigms to investigate this ability is commonly
called the “oddball” task, which probes salience detec-
tion and the engagement of attention.1 Targets embedded
in a stream of standards produce distinct responses that
can be recorded noninvasively with electroencephalogram
(EEG). Habituation for the standards, one of the primary
universal learning mechanisms, can be defined simply as
the decrement in response to repeated stimuli. In addi-
tion, habituation can help individuals to focus on important
stimuli for salience detection and, thus, can be viewed as
an integral part of attention detection.2 The brain mecha-
nisms underlying this attentional process are supported by
the activation of two brain functional networks: the dorsal
attention network (DAN) and the ventral attention network
(VAN).3 On one hand, the increased EEG theta activities
represent the typical recruitment of DAN and VAN during
the attention-related target processing.4 The increased beta-

band power represents the intention of the maintenance
of the current cognitive state.5 On the other hand, two-
way interactions of the DAN and VAN alpha rhythm were
observed during the process of attention. The decreased
activity in the alpha band may signify a state of enhanced
excitability of the visual system to improve the processing
of the forthcoming stimulus.6,7 In contrast, the increased
alpha activity may act as a neural signature of the atten-
tional process to suppress task-irrelevant information from
sensory inputs when irrelevant distractors as demonstrated
in an audiovisual paradigm.8 In addition, the mu rhythm—
a fulcrum for transitional brain states—is a field oscillation
around 10 Hz,9 and mu power decreases with increased
attention, which is consistent with a state of enhanced
excitability in alpha activity.10 Although these studies shed
light on the physiological basis of attention, these experi-
ments were all conducted under binocular viewing condi-
tions. They did not consider possible influences of ocular
dominance which plays a recognized and important role in
normal and abnormal vision. Therefore, there is a need to
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clarify the role of eye dominance in visual attention network
processing.

Eye dominance can be determined by three criteria:
acuity, sensation, or sighting.11 In observers completely blind
in one eye or those with extreme amblyopia, the intact
eye will be dominant, fulfilling all three criteria because
it is used for acuity, sensory perception, or sighting. In
contrast, eye dominance in normal observers is defined (or
fulfilled) by only one criterion, which may lead to differ-
ent results compared with cases, where all three criteria
are fulfilled. Thus, a single unitary concept of eye domi-
nance could not yet be established.12 “Acuity dominance”
refers to the eye with better visual acuity, a key function of
vision in patients with ocular diseases. “Sensory eye domi-
nance” is usually established by having the observer view a
binocular rivalry target, which cannot be performed monoc-
ularly. It relies on the neural mechanisms underlying the
excitatory-and-inhibitory balance between binocular view-
ing.13 Finally, “sighting eye dominance” is reliable within a
given test, because it is based on an either/or judgement as
to which eye is preferably used for monocular viewing. With
both eyes open, people with normal binocular vision have
no sense that one eye contributes more than the other to the
combined binocular view.14 Therefore, to study the process-
ing mechanism of eye dominance, we now use monocular
tasks to measure sighting eye dominance.

There are some differences between a dominant and a
nondominant eye both in structure and visual processing
aspects. For example, ocular dominance was associated with
structural differences in the retina, such as retinal nerve fiber
layer thickness or the ganglion cell–inner plexiform layer
thickness profile in the macula.15 According to the anatomic
arrangement of the human visual system, the optic nerve
pathway is different between binocular eyes, especially in
the part of the central visual pathway which is located
behind the optic chiasm.16 Indeed, both the structural
magnetic resonance imaging and the functional magnetic
resonance imaging studies found that the ocular dominance
was related with the structural asymmetry and the response
differences in cortical visual areas.17,18 Behavioral and phys-
iological studies demonstrated that participants have signif-
icantly faster reaction times (RTs), better accommodative
function and shorter response latency of steady-state visu-
ally evoked potentials when using their dominant eyes.19–21

Although the relationship between ocular dominance and
the visual cortex is well-recognized, the influence of ocular
dominance on visual attention networks is unknown. Specif-
ically, the frequency-specific brain oscillations and precise
network processing mechanisms of this ocular asymmetry
have not been well-studied. Therefore, because behavioral
performance of the dominant eye is greater than that of the
nondominant eye, we hypothesized that ocular dominance
may activate different cortical regions and their networks
of attention and hence determine the strength of attention
network activation. This differential network activation, in
turn, is supported by associated physiological differences in
power and functional connections in the theta, alpha, and
beta band. In other words, visual processing by the domi-
nant and the nondominant eye might recruit different under-
lying visual attentional mechanisms of DAN or VAN during
salience detection, and this, in turn, may relate to task diffi-
culty.

In the present study, we therefore explored the func-
tional asymmetry of attention networks between the domi-
nant and nondominant eye during visual attentional informa-

tion processing. Based on our previous study,22 we designed
a three-stimulus oddball paradigm presenting visual stim-
uli of different visual field sizes (5°, 20°, and 30° visual
angles) to the dominant versus nondominant eye of normal
subjects. The central retinal sector has the highest resolu-
tion and its projections, occupying more than one-half of
the visual cortex, which can be described on the basis of
the so-called magnification factor.23 In this manner, we were
able to vary task difficulty of attention within the 30° central
visual field boundary24,25 with the smaller targets considered
to be easier.

Using time–frequency EEG analyses and interareal
communication, we now describe how ocular dominance
influences the underlying neural activity of the attention
networks in the theta, alpha and beta sub-bands, respec-
tively. Ocular dominance and stimulus sizes comprised the
independent variables, and then we measured outcome
changes in the EEG (dependent variables). We expected
that no matter what the stimulus size would be, the target
superiority would be reflected in event-related oscillation
activities. Specifically, we predicted that behavioral perfor-
mance, event-related oscillations, and functional connectiv-
ity decreased with increasing task difficulty. As we now
show, the dominant eye and nondominant eye are involved
in different attention networks during salience detection and
in the engagement of attention, yet they cooperate to process
complex visual tasks.

METHODS

Participants

Sixty eyes were sampled randomly from 30 healthy students
balanced for sex (age = 20–27 years, M = 23.4 years, stan-
dard deviation [SD] = 1.238; right handed). All subjects
from Soochow University volunteered to participate in the
experiment and gave their written consent as approved by
the Soochow University ethics committee. The study proto-
col was approved by the Ethics Committee of Soochow
University (reference number: SZUM2008031233) and was
carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision as
per routine visual acuity test and no history of neurological
or psychiatric disorders. Ocular dominance was determined
with the hole-in-card test.26 Subjects were instructed to fixate
an object in the room with both eyes open through a “hole”
formed by their hands having their arms stretched to ensure
that the hole is in the middle line of the subjects’ body. Then
they were asked to alternately close the right or the left eye
and report when the target was visible. The dominant eye
was defined as being the one that could maintain the fixed
object centered in the hole or the one that caused greater
change when closed. In addition, a modified Porta test27 was
used as a proper control. Subjects were instructed to stretch
one arm with the index finger pointed up and look at the
line formed by the index finger with an object in the room
with both eyes open. Then they were told to alternately close
the right and the left eyes and report if the finger moved.
The eye that was open with the finger that moved the least
is the dominant eye. Only the consistent results provided
by the two tests would be included in our study. Therefore,
there were 30 eyes balanced for left or right sidedness and
sex (15 right eyes, 15 males) in the dominant eye condition,
and other 30 eyes balanced for left/right sidedness and sex
(15 right eyes, 17 males) in the nondominant eye condition.
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the three-stimulus oddball paradigms task stimulus categories and trial sequences. There were the standard (70%),
target (15%), and distractor (15%) trials in the experiment. A stimulus was presented (100 ms) consisting of the center disc varied with
stimulus size conditions. Stimuli were interspersed with an interval (1000 ms) and the response window was 500 ms. The three possible
targets showing in the top row, linked to only one response, which was press a button with right index finger as quickly as possible. And
the distractor stimulus can be seen in the second row, with no button press to be performed.

There was no significant gender difference between the two
ocular dominance conditions (χ2

0.05,1 = 0.268; P = 0.605).

Experimental Design

Stimuli. A visual oddball paradigm with three stimuli
was used which was repeated for each of the stimulus size
conditions (central 5°, 20°, or 30° of the visual field). Here,
smaller stimuli were considered to be easier because the
attentional spotlight was more focused, and our behavioral
results supported this assumption. Each stimulus size condi-
tion included a four-block design with 200 stimuli presented
in each block, including frequent standard stimuli (black
and white checkerboard), infrequent target stimuli (round
central checkerboard and surrounding the black area), and
distractor stimuli (round central black disc and surround-
ing the checkerboard). The probability of standard stimuli,
target stimuli, and distractor stimuli was 70%, 15%, and 15%,
respectively (Fig. 1). All stimuli were displayed on a 17-inch
Dell CRT monitor with a light gray background via E-prime
software. The size of the presentation slides was the same
as the size of the monitor. The unit element of the checker-
board displayed a 32′ × 32′ visual angle, and the visual
angle of central round checkerboard or black disc varied in
sizes of 5°, 20°, and 30° stimuli. The frame of the computer
monitor was covered with black cardboard, so that the reac-
tion of the participants to the distinguishable stimulus sizes
could not be influenced by the other physical parameter
but by the stimulus pictures only. The stimulus presentation
time was 100 ms and the interstimulus interval was set at
1000 ms, including a 500-ms response window. To ensure
the effectiveness of the oddball paradigm and avoid habit-
ual responses, the order of stimuli was pseudorandom in
each block. In this way, two target or distractor stimuli were

not displayed continuously with at least two frequent stan-
dard stimuli between them. After an initial practice session,
the total number of 2400 trails (12 blocks) were presented to
each eye (see Fig. 1). The order of the stimulus presentation
to the dominant or nondominant eye was counterbalanced
across subjects.

Procedure. Participants sat at a distance of 40 cm away
from the screen in a dimly lit and soundproof chamber
using an eye patch for monocular viewing. Subjects were
instructed to keep their eye focused on the center fixation
cross of the screen and they were asked to avoid eye blinks
and unnecessary body movements. The stimulus pictures
were displayed on the screen semirandomly with the visual
stimuli which varied in sizes (central 5°, 20°, to 30°). The task
was to press a button on a standard USB keyboard with the
index finger of the right hand (all subjects are right handed)
as fast as possible when a target stimulus was presented but
to ignore all other stimuli. We recorded the RT and accuracy
rate. To avoid eye strain, a short break was provided after
completing each block.

Data Acquisition and Analysis

EEG Data Acquisition. A continuous EEG was
recorded with a NeuroScan 4.3 Amplifier. The 32-channel
Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed on the scalp with an elas-
tic head cap according to the extended 10–20 system. The
signals were referenced to the root of nose, with a ground
channel at FPZ. Eye movements were recorded with four
additional electrodes, and two of them were placed 0.5 cm
lateral from the outer canthi of each eye to record the hori-
zontal electro-oculogram. The vertical electro-oculogram
was recorded with two electrodes above and below the axis
of the left eye. The impedance between scalp and electrode
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FIGURE 2. Topographic plots. Topography of theta, low-alpha and high-alpha power separately plotted for dominant eye (left panel) and
nondominant eye (right panel) averaged across all trials within 5° (top panel), 20° (median panel) and 30° stimuli (bottom panel) blocks.

was maintained always below 5 k� and data were recorded
at 1000 Hz (resolution: 32 bits; 0.1 Hz high and 100 Hz low
pass online filters).

Time–Frequency Analyses. The oscillatory activi-
ties in the standard and target stimulus condition were
analyzed among the three stimulus sizes by EMSE 5.6 soft-
ware (Source Signal Imaging, San Diego, CA). EEG data
were re-referenced to the common average reference of
all electrodes. An electro-oculogram artifact correction was
conducted to remove eyeblinks or saccades. The corrected
EEG was segmented for an epoch with 500 ms before the
stimulus and 550 ms after the stimulus. Artifacts exceed-
ing ±100 μV were rejected from analyses. Then, the surface
Laplacian transformation was used to decrease the volume
conduction from the distal sites and increase sensitivity
to radial sources directly underlying each electrode.28 The
powers of these frequency bands were computed by contin-
uous Morlet wavelet transform with three cycles, which was
an original arithmetic of the software and calibrated to cover
the entire frequency band of interest. The Morlet wavelet
consists of a complex exponential function localized in time
by a Gaussian envelope. The initial spread of the Gaussian
wavelet was set to 2.5/πω0 (ω0 being the central frequency
of the wavelet).29 To explore the underlying neural activ-
ity of the attention networks, the frequency bands of inter-
est were theta (4–7 Hz), low (8–10 Hz), and high-alpha
(10–12 Hz) as well as low-beta (13–20 Hz) and high-beta
(20–30 Hz).30–32 Event-related oscillations were broadly cate-
gorized into either evoked (phase locked) or induced (non–
phase locked). And the combination of both evoked and
induced oscillatory power was named as the total power.33

According to the grand averaged spectrum, before divid-
ing into the different conditions, we picked times of interest
based on the combined data so as not to provide a biased
time window selection: the total power and the induced

power of theta band were measured from 50 to 300 ms after
the stimuli and the alpha and beta band were measured in
the range of 150 to 400 ms after the stimuli. The phase-
locked power of the theta, alpha, and low-beta bands was
measured in the range of 50 to 250 ms after the stimuli,
whereas the high-beta band was measured in the range of
50 to 200 ms after the stimuli. After normalizing the baseline,
the mean value at each frequency band was automatically
calculated for the specified intervals in each channel.

Numerous studies demonstrated that the frontal eye fields
and the superior parietal lobules support the DAN, whereas
the right-lateralized VAN involves the ventral frontal cortex
and the temporoparietal junction.3 Also, the previous study
of attention network defined regions of interest (ROIs) based
on brain atlas.34 Our topographic plots (Fig. 2) showed the
theta power to be focused on the parietal areas, whereas
the low-alpha and high-alpha power were dispersed and
divided into anterior and posterior areas, mainly closer to
the frontal and temporal areas. Based on the anatomic
Brodmann atlas,35 we combined the known EEG functional
approaches to reveal the relationship between the location
of an electrode and the underlying area of cerebral cortex.36

For our topographic plots, we chose the frontal area (F3/4,
FC3/4), the parietal area (CP3/4, P3/4), the ventral frontal
area (F7/8, FT7/8), and the temporal area (T3/4, T5/6) as
ROIs for further analysis, which defined these brain areas
as the DAN anterior area, the DAN posterior area, the VAN
anterior area, and the VAN posterior area, respectively.

Estimation of the Phase-Locking Value (PLV). All
analyses were completed using MATLAB R2014a with the
EEGLAB toolboxes,37 as well as custom scripts. The channel
location file was mapped into the data. Then, the EEG data
were re-referenced offline to the average reference. For the
subsequent analysis, the re-referenced EEG were segmented
into 1050-ms epochs from –500 ms to 550 ms relative to the
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onset of stimuli, including a baseline period of –500 ms to –
200 ms. The average voltage of this baseline before the target
was subtracted on each trial for every electrode. Trials with
a wrong reaction or omission were not included in any anal-
ysis. Then, the surface Laplacian transformation were used
to reduce volume conduction from distal sites. Although not
a source localization analysis, Laplacian renders the elec-
trodes maximally sensitive to radial sources directly under-
lying each electrode,38 so the EEG signal on sensor level
can be regarded as indices of the activation of the under-
lying brain structure. The PLV over trials between pairs of
electrodes was computed with custom scripts as a measure
of functional connectivity to discuss the synchronization
of the neural responses across channels.39 The frequency
band activity was obtained from FIR filtering procedure.
The instantaneous phase information was computed from
the Hilbert transform of the signal, and the PLV is
given by

PLV (t, f ) = 1

N

∣∣∣
∑N

n=1
ei(�n,x (t, f )−�n,y (t, f ))

∣∣∣

for each time bin t, frequency band f, trial n, and pair of
electrodes.40

As a normalized measure of temporal synchronization,
an increase in the PLV (scale from 0 to 1) can be defined as
an enhancement of functional connectivity between pairs of
EEG channels in a given frequency band, but it can’t confirm
the direction and the property of information flow.41 Accord-
ing to prior attention networks studies and the intrahemi-
spheric PLV study of visuospatial attention,42 we chose F7
to T3, F8 to T4, F7 to TP7, F8 to TP8, F7 to T5, F8 to T6, FT7
to T3, FT8 to T4, FT7 to TP7, FT8 to TP8, FT7 to T5, FT7 to
T6 to represent the VAN pathway; and F3 to C3, F4 to C4, F3
to CP3, F4 to CP4, F3 to P3, F4 to P4, FC3 to C3, FC4 to C4,
FC3 to CP3, FC4 to CP4, FC3 to P3, FC4 to P4 to represent
the DAN pathway. In addition, the frequency of interest was
restricted to that identified in the previous time–frequency
analysis studies.

Statistical Analyses. Statistical analyses were
conducted using SPSS version 20. Behavioral data were
analyzed by a two-factorial repeated measure ANOVA with
stimulus size (5°, 20°, 30°) with ocular dominance (dominant
eye, nondominant eye) as the within-subject factor.

We first explored whether the oscillatory activity could
discriminate the target and the standard condition across
sixty eyes using normalized oscillatory power as a measure.
To this end, we submitted the normalized power to a three-
factorial repeated-measures ANOVA with factors stimulus
condition (target vs. standard stimuli), ROI (frontal area,
parietal area, ventral frontal area, and temporal area), and
hemisphere (left, right).

We next subdivided the data according to ocular domi-
nance and compared dominant vs. nondominant eyes to
explore the specific stimulus size-related attentional differ-
ences for each. We conducted a three-way ANOVA with
factors ocular dominance (dominant eye, nondominant eye),
ROI (frontal area, parietal area, ventral frontal area, and
temporal area), and hemisphere (left, right) for the normal-
ized power for each stimulus size. To further test the abil-
ity to distinguish the distinct stimulus sizes, the normalized
power was used as the dependent variables, and stimulus
size (5°, 20°, 30°), ROI (frontal area, parietal area, ventral
frontal area, and temporal area) and hemisphere (left, right)

as the within-subject factors in the two ocular dominance
conditions, respectively. Further analysis was carried out
with pair-wise comparisons, ANOVA and post hoc compar-
isons to calculate interaction effects.

The reliability of the functional connectivity was first
performed by a paired t-test between the baseline PLV (the
mean of the PLV from –500 ms to –200 ms) and the post-
target PLV (the mean of the PLV from 50 ms to 250 ms),
computed with α set to less than 0.05. To compare the
PLV among different conditions, standardized PLV (SPLV)
for each time point was computed using a z-transform
normalization: post-stimulus PLV (the PLV from 50 ms to
250 ms) minus mean of the baseline PLV (the PLV from
–500 ms to –200 ms), divided by the SD of the baseline
PLV. The SPLV between each area was performed by a two-
way ANOVA with factors stimulus size (5°, 20°, 30°), ocular
dominance (dominant eye, nondominant eye) as the within-
subject factor. Bonferroni corrections were used to correct
multiple comparisons of areas.

For all ANOVAs, a P value of less than 0.05 was consid-
ered significant and Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were
applied when sphericity was violated and effect sizes were
calculated using partial eta squared (partial η2). All pairwise
comparisons were adjusted via Bonferroni corrections and
the adjusted P value was reported. Tukey’s HSD test was
used for post hoc analyses.

A post hoc power analysis for ANOVA using GPower
version 3.1.9.7.43 was performed to evaluate whether the
results had sufficient verification power. Only the results
with statistical power over sufficient limits (80%) were statis-
tically effective.44 The relevant statistical power and effect
sizes of the results are listed in Supplementary Table S1.

Correlation Analyses. We further used a relative
measure [Ln (x2/x1)]45 to calculate the percent differences
between the two eyes. Here, x2 represented dominant eye
condition, and x1 represented nondominant eye condition,
which showed the percentage increase or decrease of the
corresponding index (performance, or EEG measures) in the
dominant eye compared with that in the nondominant eye
condition.

Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient analyses were
used to evaluate the correlation of the percent difference of
behavioral performance with the percent difference of EEG
measures including event-related oscillation and connectiv-
ity indices. Only EEG signals for the target trials with correct
responses were used in these analyses. This nonparamet-
ric correlation method was used because the data are non-
normally distributed and may contain outliers.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Figure 3a shows the RT and accuracy rates for dominant and
nondominant eye in 5°, 20°, and 30° stimulus conditions,
respectively. The mean RT for the 5°, 20°, and 30° stimuli
were 364 ms (SD = 5 ms), 386 ms (SD = 4 ms), and 394
ms (SD = 2 ms), with a significant main effect, F (2, 58)
= 17.390, P = 0.000, partial η2 = 0.375. Although the RT
of the dominant eye was slightly shorter than that of the
nondominant eye, there was no significant main effect of
ocular dominance in the 5°, 20°, and 30° stimulus conditions.
For detailed mean values and statistics, see Table 1.

The respective accuracy rates for the 5°, 20°, and 30°
stimuli were 85.5% (SD = 0.9%), 77.6% (SD = 1.8%), 72.2%
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FIGURE 3. Behavioral differences between the dominant and nondominant eye. (a) A plot of an absolute measure of behavioral differences
between the two eyes. Data are mean ± SD. The probability levels are **P < 0.01, and *** P < 0.001. (b) A plot of a relative measure
of differences between the two eyes. Circles indicate the 5° condition, triangles indicate the 20° condition, and squares indicate the 30°
condition. The value of relative difference of greater than 0 indicate the percentage increase of behavioral performance in the dominant eye
compared with that in the nondominant eye condition. The value of relative difference of less than 0 indicate the percentage decrease of
behavioral performance in the dominant eye compared with that in the nondominant eye condition.

TABLE 1. The Mean Value and Comparisons of RT and Accuracy Rate at 5°, 20°, and 30° Stimuli Under the Dominant Eye and the Nondominant
Eye Condition

Stimulus Size Dominant Eye Condition Nondominant Condition F P Value Partial η2

RT (ms)
5° stimuli 362.22 (5.83) 365.95 (5.83) 0.623 0.436 0.021
20° stimuli 381.27 (5.31) 390.47 (4.83) 1.892 0.180 0.061
30° stimuli 393.07 (4.43) 395.45 (3.57) 0.133 0.718 0.005

Accuracy rate (%)
5° stimuli 89.2 (1.0) 81.8 (1.5) 16.861 0.000 0.368
20° stimuli 82.7 (1.5) 72.6 (2.9) 10.981 0.002 0.275
30° stimuli 77.7 (1.2) 66.7 (3.1) 10.250 0.003 0.261

(SD = 1.6%), with a significant main effect, F (2, 58) =
25.845, P = 0.000, partial η2 = 0.471. The accuracy rate
of dominant eye was significantly higher than that of the
nondominant eye in the 5°, 20° and 30° stimulus conditions.
The detailed mean values and statistics were also presented
in the Table 1.

Figure 3b showed the percent differences in RT and
accuracy rate between the two eyes in 5°, 20°, and 30°
stimulus conditions. There were more individuals showing
the percentage increase of accuracy rate in the dominant
eye compared with that in the nondominant eye condition.
However, this condition was not noted for RT measurements.

Event-Related Oscillation Results

To explore the task dependency in the oddball task, we first
compared the power of brain oscillations between the target

and standard condition. The target and the standard condi-
tion in the oddball task differed in the phase-locked power
in their theta, alpha and beta band (Fig. 4), but no signifi-
cant differences were found in the total power and induced
power, neither a main effect nor an interaction effect (n.s.).
The mean phase-locked power of target stimuli was higher
than the standard stimuli in all areas, and detailed statistics
were presented in Supplementary Table S2.

Based on these results and previous studies,46,47 we next
explored the functional asymmetry between the dominant
eye and the nondominant eye under the target condition.
The main effects of ocular dominance were altered phase-
locked power, while the total and induced power was not
significant (n.s.).

Theta Band (4–7 Hz). Concerning the anterior area
of VAN pathway, the phase-locked power revealed a signifi-
cant difference between the dominant and nondominant eye
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FIGURE 4. Target superiority of the phase-locked power in the theta, alpha band and beta sub-band over the right nodes of attention networks
(F8, T4, F4). The power in the left hemisphere with the similar superiority effect was omitted in this part. Time frequency representations
of phase-locked oscillatory power averaged across 5° (top panel), 20° (median panel) and 30° stimuli (bottom panel), plotted separately for
the target (left panel) and the standard (right panel). The white, black, and yellow solid boxes indicated the theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz),
and low-beta (13–20 Hz) frequency band in the same time window (50–250 ms) of interest, respectively, that were averaged for the ANOVA.
Meanwhile, the red solid boxes represented the high-beta (20–30 Hz) band in the time window (50–200 ms) of interest, which were also
submitted to the ANOVA.

in the 5° stimulus condition (Fig. 5), F (1, 29) = 10.982,
P = 0.002, partial η2 = 0.275, and the mean power of the
dominant eye condition (6.001 μV2) was slightly higher than
that in the nondominant eye condition (4.952 μV2). In addi-
tion, in comparison with the nondominant eye, the dominant
eye condition showed oscillatory power differences in the
theta band over the anterior nodes of VAN as indicated by a
respective change between the smaller central (5°, 20°) and
the larger (30°) stimulus size (Fig. 5). There was a significant
main effect of stimulus size in phase-locked power over the
ventral frontal area, F (2, 58) = 12.786, P = 0.000, partial
η2 = 0.306. Meanwhile, the mean power of the 30° stim-
uli was lower than that of 5° (P = 0.000) and 20° stimuli
(P = 0.013). However, there were no significant effects in
the nondominant eye condition in any of the measures.

Concerning the posterior area of VAN pathway, both the
dominant eye and the nondominant eye could transmit infor-
mation that alters theta activity, showing a gradual change
of neural activity towards the different stimulus sizes. For
the dominant eye, the phase-locked power had a signifi-
cant main effect of stimulus size, F (2, 58) = 14.634, P =
0.000, partial η2 = 0.335; pair-wise comparisons showed
that the mean power of 30° stimuli was smaller than the
5° (P = 0.000) and 20° stimuli (P = 0.001) with no inter-
action effect. For the nondominant eye, there was also a
significant main effect of stimulus size, F (2, 58) = 8.549,
P= 0.001, partial η2 = 0.228, similar to those in the dominant
eye condition. Furthermore, pair-wise comparisons revealed

that with respect to 30° stimuli, both the power of 5°
(P = 0.004) and 20° stimuli (P = 0.003) were slightly higher,
respectively.

Concerning the DAN pathway, phase-locked power did
not reveal significant differences between the dominant eye
condition and the nondominant eye condition (n.s.).

Alpha Band (8–12 Hz). Considering that different
frequency bands of alpha oscillation show a distinct type
of task-related reactivity,48 the present study further subdi-
vided alpha oscillation into the low-alpha and high-alpha
bands to separately analyze their functional roles.

Low-Alpha Band (8–10 Hz). For the anterior area of VAN
pathway, there was a significant main effect of stimulus size
in the dominant eye condition, F (2, 58) = 4.784, P = 0.012,
partial η2 = 0.142, and pair-wise comparisons indicated that
the phase-locked power was significantly higher in the 5°
than the 30° stimuli (P = 0.010). However, no such signifi-
cant effects were observed in the nondominant condition.

For the posterior area of VAN pathway, the phase-locked
power revealed a significant difference between the domi-
nant and nondominant eye in the 20° stimulus condition
(Fig. 6), F (1, 29) = 6.713, P = 0.015, partial η2 = 0.188. And
the mean power of the dominant eye condition (7.075 μV2)
was slightly lower than that in the nondominant eye condi-
tion (9.981 μV2). In addition, the main effect analysis in the
dominant eye condition showed that the low-alpha phase-
locked power significantly depended on the stimulus size,
F (2, 58) = 14.547, P = 0.000, partial η2 = 0.334. Pair-wise
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FIGURE 5. Visual cortical asymmetry of the theta phase-locked oscillatory power within the right ventral frontal area (F8) of VAN. The other
theta activity within the nodes of VAN showing the similar trend was omitted. The time-frequency spectrogram of theta phase-locked power
separately plotted for dominant eye (left panel) and nondominant eye (right panel) averaged across all trials within 5° (top panel), 20°
(median panel) and 30° stimuli (bottom panel) blocks. The white rectangles indicated the theta (4–7 Hz) frequency band in the time window
(50–250 ms) of interest, which were evaluated in the ANOVA.

FIGURE 6. Visual cortical asymmetry of the low-alpha and high-alpha phase-locked oscillatory power within the right temporal area (T4) of
VAN. The other alpha activity within the attention networks had been omitted. The time-frequency spectrogram of different alpha phase-
locked power separately plotted for dominant eye (left panel) and nondominant eye (right panel) among the 5° (top panel), 20° (median
panel) and 30° stimuli (bottom panel). The black and white solid rectangles marked indicated the low-alpha (8–10 Hz) and high-alpha
(10–12 Hz) frequency band in the same time window (50–250 ms) of interest separately that were submitted to the ANOVA.
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FIGURE 7. Visual cortical asymmetry of the low-beta phase-locked oscillatory power within the right frontal area (F4) of DAN in the specific
stimulus sizes. The left part with the same asymmetric effect was omitted. Time frequency representations of phase-locked oscillatory power
averaged across 5° (top panel) and 30° stimuli (bottom panel), plotted separately for dominant eye (left panel) and nondominant eye (right
panel). The black rectangles indicated the time (50–250 ms) and frequency (13–20 Hz) of interest that were submitted to the ANOVA.

comparisons indicated that in comparison to the 5° stim-
uli (mean power: 12.482 μV2), both the 20° (mean power:
7.075 μV2) and the 30° stimuli (mean power: 5.961 μV2)
showed a strong power decrease (P = 0.000), although the
low-alpha power in the nondominant eye condition had no
such significant effects.

For the anterior area of DAN pathway, DAN analysis in
ROIs found that significant differences between stimulus
sizes in the dominant eye condition, F (2, 58) = 7.129,
P = 0.004, partial η2 = 0.197; pair-wise comparisons indi-
cated that the phase-locked power of 30° stimuli was signif-
icantly lower than the 5° (P = 0.003) and 20° stimuli
(P= 0.014), respectively. However, the low-alpha power over
the anterior area of DAN in the nondominant eye condition
showed no significant effects.

For the posterior area of DAN pathway, the dominant
eye and nondominant eye condition showed no significant
effects, neither a main nor an interaction effect (n.s.).

High-Alpha Band (10–12 Hz). Concerning the VAN
areas, only the high-alpha oscillatory activity over the poste-
rior area of VAN displayed significant effects of stimulus size.
However, in contrast with the other frequency band oscilla-
tions, the dominant eye condition had no significant effect,
whereas the nondominant eye condition did (Fig. 6). This
difference was observed in the main effect of stimulus size,
F (2, 58) = 4.068, P = 0.040, partial η2 = 0.123, and in pair-
wise comparisons between 5° and 30° stimuli (P = 0.036).
In addition, pair-wise comparisons also indicated that the
phase-locked power of 20° stimuli was significantly differ-
ent from 30° stimuli (P = 0.005).

Concerning the DAN areas, the high-alpha phase-locked
power showed no significant differences between the domi-
nant eye and the nondominant eye condition (n.s.).

Beta Band (13–30 Hz). An effect was mainly found
in the low-beta band; the high-beta oscillatory power did
not show any significant effects. For the low-beta oscilla-
tory activity (13–20 Hz), the significant difference between
the dominant and nondominant eye condition was observed

over the anterior area of both VAN and DAN, whereas the
posterior areas had no significant differences.

For the anterior area of VAN, there was a significant main
effect of ocular dominance in the 5° stimulus condition, F (1,
29) = 5.742, P = 0.023, partial η2 = 0.165. Furthermore, the
mean power of the dominant eye condition (5.358 μV2) was
higher than that in the nondominant eye condition (3.203
μV2). In addition, the main effect of ocular dominance was
also observed in the 30° stimulus condition, F (1, 29) = 5.019,
P = 0.033, partial η2 = 0.148. The mean power of the domi-
nant eye condition (5.501 μV2) was also higher than that in
the nondominant eye condition (3.306 μV2).

For the anterior area of DAN, there was a significant
main effect of ocular dominance in the 5° stimulus condi-
tion (Fig. 7), F (1, 29) = 8.132, P = 0.008, partial η2 = 0.219.
The mean power of the dominant eye condition (4.101 μV2)
was slightly higher than that in the nondominant eye condi-
tion (2.979 μV2).

PLV Results

There were no significant effects in beta band (n.s.), whereas
the PLV over the theta, low-alpha, and high-alpha bands
showed significant differences for the 5°, 20°, and 30° stimuli
(Fig. 8).

Functional Connectivity in the Theta Band.
Concerning the dominant eye, the PLV increased with
increasing stimulus size. Specifically, there were significant
theta PLV increases between the ventral frontal and the
temporal area within the bilateral VAN in the 5° stimulus
condition, t (29) = –4.659 for left VAN, P < 0.001; t (29)
= –2.763 for right VAN, P = 0.010. In addition to the bilat-
eral PLV enhancement between the nodes of VAN, t(29) =
–2.768 for left VAN, P = 0.010; t(29) = –3.898 for right VAN,
P < 0.001, there was a right PLV enhancement between the
frontal and the parietal area within the DAN in the 20° stim-
ulus condition, t(29) = –2.998 for right DAN, P = 0.006. In
the 30° stimulus condition, we observed the bilateral PLV
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FIGURE 8. Increased phase synchronization over the theta, low-alpha and high-alpha band in the dominant eye (left panel) and in the
nondominant eye (right panel). PLV averaged across all trials within 5° (top panel), 20° (median panel), and 30° stimuli (bottom panel)
blocks. The ellipse represents the ROI within the DAN and VAN, which turned red if it was significant between baseline PLV and post-target
PLV. The thick black line indicates the condition with a larger SPLV between the dominant eye and the nondominant eye.

enhancement between the nodes of VAN and DAN, t (29) =
–2.283 for left VAN, P = 0.030; t (29) = –2.981 for right VAN,
P = 0.006; t (29) = –3.082 for left DAN, P = 0.004; t (29) =
–2.595 for right DAN, P = 0.015.

Meanwhile, the nondominant eye results showed that the
VAN pathway had statistically significant theta PLV enhance-
ment in the right hemisphere in all stimulus size conditions,
t (29) = –3.375 for 5°, P = 0.002; t (29) = –3.995 for 20°,
P < 0.001; t (29) = –2.578 for 30°, P = 0.015. But the
phase synchronization in the left hemisphere of VAN was
only observed in the 20° stimulus condition, t (29) = –3.989,
P < 0.001.

We next wished to explore the attentional differences of
the SPLV between the different ocular dominance conditions
for specific stimulus condition. For the 5° stimulus condition,
the SPLV of left VAN in the dominant eye condition was
higher than that in the nondominant eye condition, mean
values: 0.976, 0.339; F (1, 29) = 8.384, P = 0.007, partial
η2 = 0.224, whereas the SPLV of right VAN in the dominant
eye condition was lower than that in the nondominant eye
condition, mean values: 0.220, 0.769; F (1, 29) = 6.353, P =
0.017, partial η2 = 0.180. Also, for this condition, the SPLV
of the left DAN in the dominant eye condition was higher
than that in the nondominant eye condition, mean values:
0.309, –0.040; F (1, 29) = 4.655, P = 0.039, partial η2 =
0.138. For the 20° stimulus condition, the SPLV of the right
DAN in the dominant eye condition was higher than that in
the nondominant eye condition, mean values: 0.526, 0.020;
F (1, 29) = 6.193, P = 0.019, partial η2 = 0.176. For the 30°
stimulus condition, both the left DAN, mean values: 0.523,
0.127; F (1, 29) = 4.701, P = 0.038, partial η2 = 0.139, and
the right DAN, mean values: 0.258, 0.119; F (1, 29) = 5.374,
P = 0.028, partial η2 = 0.156, showed the higher mean SPLV

in the dominant eye condition than that in the nondominant
eye condition.

Functional Connectivity in the Alpha Band.
Functional Connectivity in the Low-Alpha Band. With

regard to the dominant eye, there was a right-lateralized
PLV increase within the VAN in the 5° stimulus condition,
t (29) = –2.322 for right VAN, P = 0.027. Besides, the bilat-
eral low-alpha PLV enhancement between the frontal area
and the parietal area of DAN exhibited statistically signifi-
cant increases in all stimulus size conditions, 5°: t (29) = –
3.888 for left DAN, P = 0.001; t (29) = –3.454 for right DAN,
P = 0.002; 20°: t (29) = –2.688 for left DAN, P = 0.012;
t (29) = –3.887 for right DAN, P = 0.001; 30°: t (29) = –
3.397 for left DAN, P = 0.002; t (29) = –2.394 for right DAN,
P = 0.023.

Meanwhile, the PLV results of nondominant eye revealed
that neither the VAN pathway nor the DAN pathway had any
statistically significant effects.

To test the effect further, we compared the SPLV between
the dominant eye and the nondominant eye condition in
specific stimulus conditions. There was a similar trend of
the mean SPLV in all the VAN and DAN pathway, mean-
ing that the dominant eye condition was higher than
the nondominant eye condition. For detailed statistics,
see Table 2.

Functional Connectivity in the High-Alpha Band.
Contrary to the low-alpha band, there was greater high-
alpha functional connectivity in the nondominant eye
condition than in the dominant eye condition. Regarding
the dominant eye, a significant PLV increase was observed
between the frontal and the parietal area in the left hemi-
sphere at the 5° stimulus condition, t (29) = –2.250 for
left DAN, P = 0.032, whereas the high-alpha PLV increase
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TABLE 2. The Mean (SD) Value and Comparisons of Low Alpha SPLV at 5°, 20°, and 30° Stimuli Under the Dominant Eye and the Nondominant
Eye Conditions

Stimulus Size Pathway Dominant Eye Condition Nondominant Condition F P Value Partial η2

5° stimuli Left DAN 1.10 (0.17) 0.70 (0.24) 2.615 0.117 0.083
Right DAN 1.11 (0.31) 0.71 (0.31) 0.898 0.351 0.030
Left VAN 0.29 (0.26) −0.73 (0.34) 5.100 0.032 0.150
Right VAN 0.67 (0.27) −0.25 (0.36) 3.289 0.080 0.102

20° stimuli Left DAN 0.81 (0.25) 0.33 (0.32) 1.136 0.295 0.038
Right DAN 0.47 (0.30) 0.36 (0.23) 0.072 0.790 0.002
Left VAN 0.41 (0.31) 0.14 (0.24) 0.500 0.485 0.017
Right VAN 0.18 (0.26) −0.34 (0.30) 1.581 0.219 0.052

30° stimuli Left DAN 1.38 (0.44) 0.09 (0.31) 4.472 0.043 0.134
Right DAN 0.48 (0.34) 0.10 (0.57) 0.451 0.507 0.015
Left VAN −0.18 (0.34) −0.28 (0.37) 0.031 0.863 0.001
Right VAN 0.73 (0.27) 0.14 (0.43) 1.180 0.286 0.039

between the nodes of DAN exhibited bilateral enhancement
in the 20° stimulus condition, t (29) = –2.675 for left DAN,
P = 0.012; t (29) = –3.458 for right DAN, P = 0.002. No
significant PLV enhancement of VAN was found in all
conditions.

Specifically, in the nondominant eye, high-alpha PLV
increase between the frontal area and the parietal area
within the DAN appeared in the bilateral hemisphere at 5°,
t (29) = –3.388 for left DAN, P = 0.002; t (29) = –3.159
for right DAN, P = 0.004, and 20°, t (29) = –2.899 for left
DAN, P = 0.007; t (29) = –2.128 for right DAN, P = 0.042,
stimulus conditions, whereas there was only left high–alpha
PLV increase within the DAN in the 30° stimulus condition,
t(29) = –3.147 for left DAN, P = 0.004. No significant PLV
enhancement was observed in the VAN.

Further comparisons of the SPLV, for the 5° stimulus
condition, the SPLV of the left VAN in the nondominant eye
condition was lower than that in the dominant eye condition
mean values: –1.103, –0.013; F (1, 29) = 9.023, P = 0.005,
partial η2 = 0.237. For the 20° stimulus condition, the SPLV
of the left VAN in the nondominant eye condition was also
lower than that in the dominant eye condition, mean values:
–1.137, 0.330; F (1, 29) = 5.433, P = 0.027, partial η2 = 0.158.
For the 30° stimulus condition, the SPLV of the left DAN in
the nondominant eye condition was higher than that in the
dominant eye condition, mean values: 1.510, 0.206; F (1, 29)
= 7.019, P = 0.013, partial η2 = 0.195.

Correlation Analyses

Fig. 9 showed the significant correlations among the
percent difference between the two eyes in RTs, accu-
racy rates, phase-locked power, functional connections.
Further, Figure 10(a) and (b) showed the significant correla-
tions of RT difference measure with neuronal differences.
The percent difference of RT was positively correlated
with the percent difference of low-alpha oscillations (Spear-
man ρ = 0.276, P = 0.008) and the percent difference of
low-beta oscillations (Spearman ρ = 0.223, P = 0.035) in
the posterior DAN area. Figure 10(c) and (d) showed the
significant correlations of accuracy rate difference measure
with neuronal differences. The percent difference of accu-
racy rate was positively correlated with the percent differ-
ence of low-alpha oscillations in the anterior DAN area
(Spearman ρ = 0.212, P = 0.045) and the percent differ-
ence of low-alpha SPLV of left DAN (Spearman ρ = 0.267,
P = 0.035).

DISCUSSION

Using a tristimuli oddball task in combination with EEG
recordings, we characterized the spatiotemporal oscilla-
tions and interareal communication in the brain which
serve salience detection and the engagement of atten-
tion using stimuli with increasing levels of difficulty (stim-
ulus sizes). This allowed us to probe possible differ-
ences between the dominant eye versus the nondomi-
nant eye. Behavioral results showed a delay in RTs and
a decrease in accuracy rates as stimulus size increases to
probe increasing difficulty of attention. RT of the domi-
nant eyes tended to be faster, and accuracy rates signifi-
cantly higher compared with nondominant eyes, confirm-
ing earlier observations.19,49 Our EEG analyses revealed
a complex pattern of frequency-specific responses and
functional connectivity differences within the VAN and
DAN, showing functional asymmetry between the dominant
and nondominant eye. We now discuss these results and
presumed information transmission pathways during the
salience detection and attentional process in the dominant
and nondominant eye, and the implications of these results
(Fig. 11).

The phase-locked event-related oscillations revealed
functional difference between the dominant and nondomi-
nant eyes and the association with certain frequency compo-
nents at the different stimulus size levels. Concerning the
theta rhythm, both the dominant and nondominant eye
condition had a gradual change of theta activity appeared
over the posterior area of VAN (i.e., temporal area), where
it may serve a more general processing mechanism, such as
visual information encoding, which requires the recruitment
of the primary visual cortex (V1) modulated by visual atten-
tion after target presentation.50 However, for the anterior
area of VAN, the theta power of the dominant eye condition
was larger than the nondominant eye condition for 5° stim-
uli. The greater theta power in the dominant eye indicates
that there is more neural active engagement51 and more
long-range information transfer of synchronized neuronal
activity across brain areas.52 Thus, the theta power in the
dominant eye may support the transfer of information to
the frontal cortex to support its role in recognizing object
representation (e.g. stimulus size, shape).53

To further study the functional asymmetry between the
two eyes in the theta band by using functional connec-
tivity, we found that both the dominant and nondomi-
nant eye had the VAN activations, which was in agreement
with the above event-related oscillations results. However,
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FIGURE 9. Correlations analysis between the percent difference in RTs, accuracy rates, phase-locked power, functional connections. The
probability levels are **0.01, and *0.05 (2-tailed). Red color indicates the positive correlation between the two percent differences, whereas
blue color indicates the negative correlation between the two percent differences. Items that were not statistically significant were omitted.

the dominant eye was activated bilaterally, whereas the
nondominant eye was only activated in the right hemisphere
under almost all the stimulus size conditions. Except for
the above object recognition, the emergence of a theta-
oscillation network reflects active neuronal processing for
sustained attention.54 We therefore proposed that visual
information processed by the dominant and nondominant
eye have different fates, that is, travelling different hemi-
spheric VAN pathways, yet both together are supporting
object recognition and sustained attention. In short, when
visual signals reach the brain from the dominant eye and
nondominant eye, theta activities may trigger initial network
activations to encode visual attentional information, recog-
nize object representation and maintain the current attention
state.

To characterize the detailed relationships between alpha
oscillations and visual attention processing, we divided the
alpha band into the low-alpha and high-alpha band. The
dominant eye condition showed significant low-alpha activ-
ity in the VAN areas and the frontal area of the DAN,
whereas for the nondominant eye condition it did not. To
our surprise, in contrast with the low-alpha oscillation of
the dominant eye, the high-alpha local activity could only
be found in the nondominant eye over the temporal area
of VAN. This finding may reflect the sequential processing
mechanism of the visual attention that the dominant eye with
the low-alpha oscillation was more sensitive to the general
cognitive demands such as the allocation of the attention
resources during target processing. In contrast, the nondom-
inant eye with the high-alpha oscillation was more closely
linked to the anticipatory attention effect before the target
detection.55,56

To further study the relationship between the sub-band
of alpha oscillations and the ocular dominance, we analyzed
the frequency-specific functional connections between the
nodes of attention networks with diverse stimulus sizes.
On the one hand, we found that all low-alpha functional
connections of the dominant eye condition tended to be
higher than the nondominant eye condition, which was basi-
cally consistent with the event-related oscillations results.
During the attention allocation process for target processing,
the dominant eye relied on low-alpha connections within
the DAN to provide large scale integration across frontal
and parietal regions, supporting a top-down modulation of
bottom-up information.57 In addition, as the task difficulty
increases, the above low-alpha activities within DAN send
top-down signals to suppress the bottom-up activation of
the VAN,58 which may explain the gradual disappearance
of low-alpha VAN connectivity. That is to say, although the
attention networks are supported by different structures in
both hemispheres, the bottom-up and top-down dual modu-
latory mechanism of activities is closely intertwined during
attention processing.59

In contrast, the high-alpha connectivity showed a promi-
nent role in the nondominant eye, which was also consis-
tent with the event-related oscillations results. This further
confirmed the anticipatory function of high-alpha coherence
because it increased during response preparation and execu-
tion.60 And the high-alpha band synchronization connect-
ing frontal and parietal regions thus supports the atten-
tional top-down coordination mechanism to improve behav-
ioral performance.61 However, there were no significant
correlations between the interareal communication and the
behavioral performances, which might be related to the
small sample size in the specific stimulus size presentations
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FIGURE 10. The correlation between behavioral differences and neuronal differences. (a) The correlation between the percent difference of
RTs and the percent difference of low alpha in the posterior DAN area. (b) The correlation between the percent difference of RTs and the
percent difference of low beta oscillations in the posterior DAN area. (c) The correlation between the percent difference of accuracy rate
and the percent difference of low alpha oscillations in the anterior DAN area. (d) The correlation between the percent difference of accuracy
rate and the percent difference of low alpha SPLV of left DAN.

when calculating functional connectivity; more evidence
from future studies is necessary. To sum up the alpha band
results, the dominant eye mainly relies on low-alpha rhythm
within the different attention networks to process the atten-
tional target stimuli and filter the unattended information,
whereas the nondominant eye mainly relies on high-alpha
rhythm within DAN to anticipatory attention.

In addition, the frontal area in both VAN and DAN path-
way had the low-beta band differences between the domi-
nant and nondominant eye condition in the 5° stimulus
condition, whereas only the ventral frontal area had signif-
icant differences in the 30° stimulus condition. This beta
power in the bilateral frontal area was higher for the domi-
nant eye, suggesting an enhanced activation of attention
through the suppression of attentional shifts from focused
attention to involuntary attention.62 The 5° stimulus condi-
tion recruited more frontal beta activities, which may be the
reason why it was easier to activate and maintain attention.63

In sum, our suggestion is that the dominant eye provides a
basis for attention activation and maintenance by triggering
frontal beta activities, which was related to the inhibition of
the attentional shift.

Given that participants made button responses in our
task, here we discussed the effect of pressing the button

on the oscillations and activity pattern. In this context, we
have to discuss an uncommon mu rhythm. The mu rhythm
occurs infrequently and only as a subset of the low-alpha
band. It fluctuates near 10 Hz, which is called the alpha–mu
rhythm.64 Our correlation results revealed that the differ-
ence in accuracy rate between the two eyes was related
to the low-alpha oscillations in the anterior DAN area and
low-alpha connectivity of the left DAN. In our experiment,
the low-alpha activity exhibited this 10 Hz mu rhythm,
which was consistent with other studies showing higher
mu frequency connections between frontal and parietal
regions for subjects with higher accuracy of task.65 The mu
rhythm as an entrainment/gating mechanism represents an
important information transformation function that connects
perception and execution.66 We speculate that target stimuli
induced mu rhythm to generate motor planning and expec-
tation when these stimuli were instructed to react by button
response.67 In addition, aiming to explore the characteris-
tics of the different superiority with eyes in the condition
of the homogeneous handedness, we have balanced the
sample between the right and left eye, which may ascer-
tain the advantage of having the same hemispheric control
of their habitual hand during attention processing.68 There-
fore, the fact that all individuals are right-handed may not
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FIGURE 11. Schematic illustration of event-related oscillations, interareal communication and presumed information transmission pathways
during the visual information processing. The grey ellipse denotes the nodes of attention networks and the green, yellow and purple circles
represent the significant theta, low-alpha and high-alpha oscillatory activity among the distinct stimulus sizes, respectively. The black small
circles reflect the electrodes that we used in functional connectivity. The dark blue and red line represents the theta PLV and the low-alpha
PLV, respectively. Light blue and pink arrows indicate the possible direction of information transmission, which serve the dominant eye and
nondominant eye separately during the visual information processing. FEF, frontal eye fields; SPL, superior parietal lobules; VFC, ventral
frontal cortex; TPJ, temporoparietal junction.

affect the functional asymmetry of dominant and nondom-
inant eyes to an unacceptable extent. However, the recruit-
ment of left-handed individuals in future studies would help
explore the relationships between manual preference and
eye preference in attention networks.

There are also some shortcomings of our experiment. For
instance, we did not study the influence of the subjects’
ages. Especially, in childhood, the timing and duration of
the visual experience (critical period) influences early neural
development as it can alter the underlying neural networks.
At an extreme, if vision is impaired in one eye, the cortex
reorganizes to devote most of its workspace to the open
eye.53 Yet, the shift in ocular dominance in adults is slower
and smaller and may use mechanisms distinct from those
available to juveniles. The possible role of altered experi-
ence in early development in altering the underlying neural
networks can be different in adulthood, which is an interest-
ing question to be addressed in future research. In addition,
the valuable findings were drawn out using such anatomic
ROIs defined in normally sighted individuals in our study.
However, considering a population where plasticity would
have induced cortical reorganization during development,
the reconstructive regions relevant to the visual attention
networks may need carefully assessed in exploring the
ocular dominance in this case. Furthermore, to better trans-
late these findings into clinical practice, we should study
patients with peripheral visual field defects as the experi-
mental control in the future and combine our studies with
functional magnetic resonance imaging. Because attention
plays a great role in enhancement of residual vision,69,70

future studies should explore the role of ocular dominance
and functional asymmetry in affecting residual vision in
patients with visual field defects.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study can be summarized as follows: during visual
processing, the dominant and nondominant eyes can play
different roles to ensure that tasks of different levels of diffi-
culty can be completed. Specifically, when visual informa-
tion reaches the eye, the brain areas within the nodes of
DAN mainly driven by the nondominant eye applies the
high-alpha activities to anticipate the upcoming stimulus
before target detection. Thereafter, the brain areas within
the nodes of VAN driven by both dominant and nondomi-
nant eye applies the theta-triggered initial network activities
to encode visual attentional information to facilitate object
recognition. Meanwhile, the brain processing of visual input
from the dominant eye involves the attentional process-
ing of specific features of the target stimuli which filters
unattended information. The dominant eye thus provides a
basis for attention activation and maintenance by trigger-
ing frontal beta activities to inhibit attentional shift. Besides,
the dominant eye relies on the coupled low-alpha activ-
ities to recruit a bottom-up and top-down dual modula-
tory mechanism of the attention-related target detection and
can process the different task difficulties through different
information transmission streams of the attention networks
(Fig. 11).

In conclusion, eye dominance can be explained by central
brain processing and the EEG is a useful tool to help under-
stand its physiological basis in normal visual and attention
processing; and it has important implications for the diag-
nosis of visual system disorders and for finding means for
early diagnosis, characterizing progression, or modulating
it for recovery, restoration and rehabilitation through brain
plasticity.
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